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I Dare You
I Never Promised You a Goodie Bag is a warm, wise, and
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wholly original memoir of survival, renewal, and
transformation, by one of New York City’s most successful
and respected special events coordinators. With her top-level
events company, Save the Date, Jennifer Gilbert has worked
with Fortune 500 companies, broadcast media giants,
international nonprofit organizations, and celebrities from
Oprah Winfrey to Bill Gates and beyond. Yet few of her
clients or colleagues have known, until now, that Jennifer not
only a self-made success: she’s also a survivor. After a
random, near-fatal attack left her body in critical condition on
a crowded city street, and left her with emotional wounds that
would take years to heal, Jennifer embarked upon a journey
to reclaim her life. This is her story, in her own words: I Never
Promised You a Goodie Bag, an intimate, poignant, inspiring
memoir of perseverance, rediscovery, and hope.

You Promised Me Forever
The Miseducation of Cameron Post meets Everything Leads
to You in this queer young adult novel. Hopuonk,
Massachusetts, 1999 Taylor Garland's good looks have
earned her the admiration of everyone in her small town.
She's homecoming queen, the life of every party, and she's
on every boy's most-wanted list. People think Taylor is living
the dream, and assume she'll stay in town and have kids with
the homecoming king--maybe even be a dental hygienist if
she's super ambitious. But Taylor is actually desperate to
leave home, and she hates the smell of dentists' offices.
Also? She's completely in love with her best friend, Susan.
Senior year is almost over, and everything seems perfect.
Now Taylor just has to figure out how to throw it all away.
Lindsay Sproul's debut is full of compelling introspection and
painfully honest commentary on what it's like to be harnessed
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to a destiny you never wanted.

I Promise You the Moon
I Never Promised You a Goodie Bag
I Never Promised You a Rose Garden
An authoritative and deeply personal narrative history of the
State of Israel, by one of the most influential journalists writing
about the Middle East today Not since Thomas Friedman’s
groundbreaking From Beirut to Jerusalem has a book
captured the Middle East as keenly and dynamically as My
Promised Land. In this riveting narrative, Ari Shavit draws on
interviews, historical documents, private diaries, and letters,
as well as his own family’s story, to illuminate the pivotal
moments of the Zionist century. In doing so, he also sheds
new light on the problems and threats that Israel is currently
facing. Beginning with his great-grandfather — a British Zionist
who in 1897 visited the Holy Land on a Thomas Cook tour
and understood that it was the way of the future for his people
— Shavit recounts and analyses the diverse experiences of
Israeli people, past and present: the idealist young farmer
who first grew the Jaffa oranges that would create Palestine’s
booming economy; the immigrant orphans of Europe’s
Holocaust, who took on menial work and focused on raising
their children to become the leaders of the new state; the
zealous religious Zionists who started the settler movement in
the 1970s; and today’s architects of Israel’s foreign policy
with Iran, whose nuclear threat looms over the tiny country.
As it examines the complexities and contradictions of the
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Israeli condition, My Promised Land asks difficult but
important questions: Why did Israel come to be? How did it
come to be? Can Israel survive? Provocative, heartfelt, and
powerfully compelling, this is a landmark portrait of a small,
vibrant country living on the edge, whose identity and
presence play a crucial role in today’s global political
landscape.

Story-Based Inquiry: A Manual for Investigative
Journalists
In her debut middle grade novel--inspired by her family's
history--Christine Day tells the story of a girl who uncovers
her family's secrets--and finds her own Native American
identity. All her life, Edie has known that her mom was
adopted by a white couple. So, no matter how curious she
might be about her Native American heritage, Edie is sure her
family doesn't have any answers. Until the day when she and
her friends discover a box hidden in the attic--a box full of
letters signed "Love, Edith," and photos of a woman who
looks just like her. Suddenly, Edie has a flurry of new
questions about this woman who shares her name. Could she
belong to the Native family that Edie never knew about? But if
her mom and dad have kept this secret from her all her life,
how can she trust them to tell her the truth now?

We Were Promised Spotlights
I Never Promised You a Goodie Bag
I Never Promised You a Disneyland
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When Jennifer Gilbert was just a year out of college, a twentytwo-year-old fresh-faced young woman looking forward to a
bright future, someone tried to cut her life short in the most
violent way. But she survived, and not wanting this traumatic
event to define her life, she buried it deep within and never
spoke of it again. She bravely launched a fabulous career in
New York as an event planner, designing lavish parties and
fairy-tale weddings. Determined to help others celebrate and
enjoy life's greatest moments, she was convinced she'd never
again feel joy herself. Yet it was these weddings,
anniversaries, and holiday parties, showered with all her love
and attention through those silent, scary years, that slowly
brought her back to life. Always the calm in the eventplanning storm—she could fix a ripped wedding dress, solve
the problem of an undelivered wedding cake in the nick of
time, and move a party with two days' notice when disaster
struck—there was no crisis that she couldn't turn into a
professional triumph. Somewhere along the way, she felt a
stirring in her heart and began yearning for more than just
standing on the sidelines living vicariously through other
people's lives. She fell in love, had her heart broken a few
times, and then one day she found true love in a place so
surprising that it literally knocked her out of her chair. As
Gilbert learned over and over again, no one's entitled to an
easy road, and some people's roads are bumpier than others.
But survive each twist and turn she does—sometimes with
tears, sometimes with laughter, and often with both. Warm,
wise, alternately painful and funny, I Never Promised You a
Goodie Bag is an inspiring memoir of survival, renewal, and
transformation. It's a tale about learning to let go and be
happy after years of faking it, proving that while we can't
always control what happens to us, we can control who we
become. And instead of anticipating our present in a goodie
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bag at the end of an event, we realize our presence at every
event is the real gift.

I Can Make This Promise
I Never Promised You a Rose Garden is the inspiring life
story and words of hope from a Palestinian Christian pastor.
Pastor Samih Ismir shares his riveting life story from being
raised in a war-torn area in the Middle East to leaving his
homeland at the age of 18 to further his education. He
ultimately became a Lutheran Pastor. This book contains a
compilation of Pastor Sam's most compelling sermons along
with his most impactful sermon, "I Never Promised You a
Rose Garden'.

The Republic
"As I raised the handles on the ejection seat and the jet
passed 450 knots, I knew this was going to hurt! Ride along
in the adventures I experienced flying high performance
aircraft. Lots of laughs and tears are part of the job. Combat,
test flying and, as the title implies, high risk. A Silver Star
recipient, much of my OV-10 combat time was in Laos.
Started with the F-100 in Europe and finished my career as
test director to make the F-100 a target.

The Koran: Commonly Called the Alcoran of
Mohammed
When Kate met Dan at the Brass Rail bar that fateful night,
she didn't know what to expect. She was a young, single
mother looking for a good time and possibly a man to share
her life and her daughter with. What she found was an
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untamed love in Dan, who seemed confident and sure. And
for the three glorious days Dan was in town on his
construction job, Kate felt like it was heaven on earth. But
when Dan had to leave to go back home, he dropped the
ultimate bomb: he was married with children. Rhonda
Russell's heartfelt and romantic book,I Promise You the
Moonis the account of two people who are hopelessly
entwined in one another's lives. Though their bond is strong
and deep at first, life circumstances force them apart and
bring them together over the course of time. Will their
relationship endure the stormy weather? Will their families
ever be able to coexist? Find out in Rhonda Russell'sI
Promise You the Moon.

The Prophet
The Mark of Athena (Heroes of Olympus Book 3)
Domesday Book
This book challenges the orthodox views of William I's great
census of 1086, to give an intriguing story of the origins of
England’s greatest historical record, as well as new insights
into its contents.

Who Promised You Tomorrow?
For decades, distinct professional wrestling territories thrived
across North America. Each regionally based promotion
operated individually and offered a brand of localized
wrestling that greatly appealed to area fans. Promoters
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routinely coordinated with associates in surrounding regions,
and the cooperation displayed by members of the National
Wrestling Alliance made it easy for wrestlers to traverse the
landscape with the utmost freedom. Dozens of territories
flourished between the 1950s and late ’70s. But by the early
1980s, the growth of cable television had put new outside
pressures on promoters. An enterprising third-generation
entrepreneur who believed cable was his opportunity to take
his promotion national soon capitalized on the situation. A
host of novel ideas and the will to take chances gave Vincent
Kennedy McMahon an incredible advantage. McMahon
waged war on the territories and raided the NWA and AWA of
their top talent. By creating WrestleMania, jumping into the
pay-per-view field, and expanding across North America,
McMahon changed professional wrestling forever. Providing
never-before-revealed information, Death of the Territories is
a must-read for fans yearning to understand how McMahon
outlasted his rivals and established the industry’s first
national promotion. At the same time, it offers a
comprehensive look at the promoters who opposed
McMahon, focusing on their noteworthy power plays and
embarrassing mistakes.

Bunheads
In this graphic novel, what begins as an affectionate
reminiscence of the author’s 1990s teenage infatuation with
the late actor River Phoenix morphs into a remarkable,
sprawling account of the city of Portland and state of
Oregon's dark history of white nationalism. Murphy is a
Portland native who has a genuine affection for River
Phoenix, and her heart-racing descriptions of scenes like the
infamous campfire kiss My Own Private Idaho serves as a
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moral anchor to a deeply amoral history. Murphy details the
relationship between white supremacist Tom Metzger, former
KKK Grand Wizard and founder of the White Aryan
Resistance, and the "Rose City" street kids like Ken Death
that infiltrated Van Sant's films - a relationship that culminates
in an infamous episode of Geraldo. This story brilliantly
weaves 1990s alternative culture - from Kurt Cobain to
William Burroughs to Keanu Reeves to the Red Hot Chili
Peppers - with two centuries of the Pacific Northwest's
shameful history as a hotbed for white nationalism: from the
Whitman massacre in 1847, to the Ku Klux Klan's role in
Portland's city planning in the early 1900s; to the shameful
treatment of black people displaced in the 1948 Vanport
flood; and through the 2014 armed standoff with Cliven
Bundy's cattle ranch. Told in the style of an illustrated diary,
with wet, blue ink washes, the other protagonist in this tale is
Murphy herself, a gender queer kid trying to process all of
this.

My Promised Land
I Never Promised You A Rose Garden
What do you do when the devil has you in his sights? You
show him that you can play his game. Austin Lowes is new to
town. She's running from a mom who hates her to her dad
who cares nothing about her. Only a few months and she will
be free, or at least, that's what she hopes until she meets
him. Cole Reynolds is the devil disguised as a man. He wants
her fear, he wants her blood, and he wants her soul. Just a
little game, he says, I dare you. Will Austin survive him, or will
she lose herself and the game? Secrets are revealed and
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justice will be served, but at what cost? Who survives and
who doesn't?

Hafed, prince of Persia: his experiences, being spirit
communications received through D. Duguid, with an
appendix [compiled by H. Nisbet].
Death of the Territories
A young Misty Copeland discovers her love for dance through
the ballet of Coppélia.

Promised You a Miracle
Rick Riordan has now sold an incredible 55 million copies of
his books worldwide

I Promised I Would Tell
"We still live in the outward-looking, market-driven, polarized,
colourful and cruel country that the early eighties brought into
being. Why did Britain change so dramatically? What was
destroyed, and created? This is the untold story of what it felt
like and how it made us who we are.a 'Offers so much
pleasure and insight.'aGuardian'Entertaining, convincing and
timely.'aThe Times'Beckett has a fine eye for detail . . . He
highlights the era's cultural energy, from gritty TV dramas
such as Boys From the Blackstuff and new media
experiments to bands such as Simple Minds and
ABC.'aEvening Standard'Potent, poetic . . . No moment in this
compelling history feels glossed over.'Lynsey
Hanley,aFinancial Times'A gripping mixture of contemporary
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history and vivid reportage.'aIndependent"

I Never Promised You a Rose Garden
Aged fifteen and armed with a credit card stolen from his
father, Jonny Oates ran away from home and boarded a
plane to Addis Ababa. His plan? To single-handedly save the
Ethiopian people from the devastating 1985 famine.
Discovering on arrival that the demand for the assistance of
unskilled fifteen-year-old English boys was limited, he learned
the hard lesson that you can’t just change the world by pure
force of will. I Never Promised You a Rose Garden traces
Oates’s journey through geographies, emotions and politics
as he learns that lasting and sustainable change comes from
working together rather than standing alone. It leads him to
Zimbabwe, where, aged eighteen, he becomes deputy
headteacher of a rural secondary school; to South Africa in
the final year of Nelson Mandela’s presidency, where he
works in the first post-apartheid parliament as the country
seeks to shape a future from its bitterly divided past; and
ultimately to the roller-coaster ride of Britain’s first post-war
coalition government, where, as Nick Clegg’s chief of staff,
he helps shape the future of his own country and learns
important lessons about the difference between power and
duty.

Wedding Toasts I'll Never Give
Seven essays celebrating the beauty of the imperfect
marriage. We hear plenty about whether or not to get married,
but much less about what it takes to stay married. Clichés
around marriage—eternal bliss, domestic harmony, soul
mates—leave out the real stuff. After marriage you may still
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want to sleep with other people. Sometimes your partner will
bore the hell out of you. And when stuck paying for your
spouse’s mistakes, you might miss being single. In Wedding
Toasts I’ll Never Give, Ada Calhoun presents an unflinching
but also loving portrait of her own marriage, opening a longoverdue conversation about the institution as it truly is: not the
happy ending of a love story or a relic doomed by high
divorce rates, but the beginning of a challenging new chapter
of which “the first twenty years are the hardest.” Calhoun’s
funny, poignant personal essays explore the bedrooms of
modern coupledom for a nuanced discussion of infidelity,
existential anxiety, and the many other obstacles to staying
together. Both realistic and openhearted, Wedding Toasts I’ll
Never Give offers a refreshing new way to think about
marriage as a brave, tough, creative decision to stay with
another person for the rest of your life. “What a burden,”
Calhoun calls marriage, “and what a gift.”

The Illustrated Family Bible Being the Old and New
Testaments According to the Authorised Version
The breakthrough modern sports novel The Contender shows
readers the true meaning of being a hero. This acclaimed
novel by celebrated sportswriter Robert Lipsyte, the recipient
of the Margaret A. Edwards Award for lifetime achievement in
YA fiction, is the story of a young boxer in Harlem who
overcomes hardships and finds hope in the ring on his path to
becoming a contender. Alfred Brooks is scared. He’s a highschool dropout, and his grocery store job is leading nowhere.
His best friend is sinking further and further into drug
addiction. Some street kids are after him for something he
didn’t even do. So Alfred begins going to Donatelli’s Gym, a
boxing club in Harlem that has trained champions. There he
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learns it’s the effort, not the win, that makes the boxer—that
before you can be a champion, you have to be a contender.
ALA Best of the Best Books for Young Adults * ALA Notable
Children’s Book * New York Public Library Books for the
Teen Age

What We Were Promised
United States Congressional Serial Set
She wants to be friends. I want more.I've had my eyes set on
her for months. The gorgeous brunette captured my attention
when I first saw her and stole my heart when I met her.
Making it in the music industry has taken its toll on me,
chipping away at my confidence and patience. The one thing
that keeps me going is having Reese by my side. I'm
determined to show her how good we can be together, even if
she continues to pretend there's nothing between us. One
night changes everything, giving me the only thing I'd want
more than a career in country music--her.

We Promised You a Great Main Event
Exactly a week after the general election, two men—Call me
Dave and Call me Nick—walked side by side out into the rose
garden of No. 10 Downing Street to give their first joint pressconference as Prime Minister and Deputy Prime Minister,
looking for all the world like men in love. It was a romance in
which people wanted to believe. But it was also one that
people couldn't help but mistrust. Most unnerving, however,
was the sense that they both couldn't quite believe their luck.
Just how much fun the coalition was going to be for the rest of
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the country was then unclear. But now, almost five years on,
this must-read guide to Westminster and the forthcoming
General Election exposes the realities of Coaltion, while also
featuring how Labour came to get the wrong Miliband, the Big
Topics—Europe, Immigration, Education, Phone Hacking, and
the Economy ('Stupid')—as well as UKIP and other dubious
acronyms, and the countdown to the General Election 2015:
five years of planning since the last one. This book is
insightful, painful, and hilarious, whichever side you thought
you were on.

Reorganization and Revitalization of America's
Foreign Affairs Institutions
Kitab Al-Iman
Her poetry and testimony during the Holocaust.

Promise You
Gospel Principles
A Study Guide and a Teacher’s Manual Gospel Principles
was written both as a personal study guide and as a
teacher’s manual. As you study it, seeking the Spirit of the
Lord, you can grow in your understanding and testimony of
God the Father, Jesus Christand His Atonement, and the
Restoration of the gospel. You can find answers to life’s
questions, gain an assurance of your purpose and self-worth,
and face personal and family challenges with faith.
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American and British Claims Arbitration
THE Republic of Plato is the longest of his works with the
exception of the Laws, and is certainly the greatest of them.
There are nearer approaches to modern metaphysics in the
Philebus and in the Sophist; the Politicus or Statesman is
more ideal; the form and institutions of the State are more
clearly drawn out in the Laws; as works of art, the Symposium
and the Protagoras are of higher excellence. But no other
Dialogue of Plato has the same largeness of view and the
same perfection of style; no other shows an equal knowledge
of the world, or contains more of those thoughts which are
new as well as old, and not of one age only but of all.
Nowhere in Plato is there a deeper irony or a greater wealth
of humor or imagery, or more dramatic power. Nor in any
other of his writings is the attempt made to interweave life and
speculation, or to connect politics with philosophy. The
Republic is the centre around which the other Dialogues may
be grouped; here philosophy reaches the highest point to
which ancient thinkers ever attained.

I Never Promised You a Rose Garden
Unauthorized. Unrestricted. No holds barred. In We Promised
You a Great Main Event, longtime sports journalist Bill
Hanstock pulls back the curtain to give a smart fan’s account
of WWE and Vince McMahon’s journey to the top. Untangling
the truth behind the official WWE storyline, Hanstock does a
deep dive into key moments of the company’s history, from
the behind-the-scenes drama at the Montreal Screwjob, to the
company’s handling of the Jimmy Snuka scandal, to the real
story of the Monday Night Wars. WWE is an extraordinary
business success and an underappreciated pop cultural
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phenomenon. While WWE soared to prominence during the
Hulk Hogan years, as the stakes grew more and more
extreme, wrestlers faced steroid scandals and assault
allegations. The whole story is here, good, bad, and ugly,
from the heights of iconic cultural moments like Wrestlemania
III to the arrival of global superstars like The Rock and John
Cena. We Promised You a Great Main Event is an
exhaustive, fun account of the McMahon family and WWE’s
unprecedented rise. Drawing on a decade of covering
wrestling, Bill Hanstock synthesizes insights from historians,
journalists, and industry insiders with his own deep research
to produce the most up-to-date, entertaining history of WWE
available. Full of amazing characters and astonishing stories
from the ring to corporate boardrooms, it is a story as
audacious as any WWE spectacle.

I Never Promised You a Rose Garden
A prophet has is about to board a ship home after 12 years in
exile, when he is stopped by a group of people. His teachings
to them, discussing love, marriage, crime, freedom and law
among many other aspects of everyday life, form the 26
poetic essays of Gibran's work. The work has been a
bestseller since its first publication.

The Contender
Set in modern Shanghai, a debut by a Chinese-American
writer about a prodigal son whose unexpected return forces
his newly wealthy family to confront painful secrets and
unfulfilled promises. After years of chasing the American
dream, the Zhen family has moved back to China. Settling
into a luxurious serviced apartment in Shanghai, Wei, Lina,
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and their daughter, Karen, join an elite community of Chineseborn, Western-educated professionals who have returned to a
radically transformed city. One morning, in the eighth tower of
Lanson Suites, Lina discovers that a treasured ivory bracelet
has gone missing. This incident sets off a wave of unease
that ripples throughout the Zhen household. Wei, a marketing
strategist, bows under the guilt of not having engaged in
nobler work. Meanwhile, Lina, lonely in her new life of leisure,
assumes the modern moniker taitai -a housewife who does
no housework at all. She is haunted by the circumstances
surrounding her arranged marriage to Wei and her lingering
feelings for his brother, Qiang. Sunny, the family's
housekeeper, is a keen but silent observer of these tensions.
An unmarried woman trying to carve a place for herself in
society, she understands the power of well-kept secrets.
When Qiang reappears in Shanghai after decades on the run
with a local gang, the family must finally come to terms with
the past and its indelible mark on their futures. From a silkproducing village in rural China, up the corporate ladder in
suburban America, and back again to the post-Maoist
nouveaux riches of modern Shanghai, What We Were
Promised explores the question of what we owe to our
country, our families, and ourselves.

The Book of Mormon
Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents
The Millennial Harbinger
I’ve got it all, they say. I’m the starting quarterback for the
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best NFL team in the league. I’m rich. I’m famous. I can have
any woman I want, any time I want. Yeah, I’ve got
everything—except for the one who got away. How do you
move on from loving the same girl since you were in the
seventh grade? She promised me forever until forever got too
hard and at nineteen, she dumped me. By text message. Now
she’s walked back into my life. Just as beautiful. Just as
sweet. Just as smart. More grown up and incredibly sexy…
We’re older now. Supposedly wiser. This time, I’m going to
fight for what I want, no matter how hard it gets. This time,
I’m going to make her mine.
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